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The title track and opener to DJ Firmeza’s debut EP Alma Do Meu Pai is a
showstopper. Over a breathless six and a half minutes, Firmeza’s drums
tumble through the air, feeling less like a beat than an avalanche that takes
the listener along with it. It might not be easy for even those attuned to the
genre in which Firmeza works, the underground strain of Afro-Portuguese
dance music known as batida, to parse. If its name (literally “Soul of My
Father,” in tribute to Firmeza’s late dad) doesn’t make it clear this music
has ambition beyond the dancefloor, the interlocking, Reichian drum loops
will.

In fact, the main flaw of Alma Do Meu Pai is that the title track is so
staggering in quality and ambition that the five shorter, more dance-centric
tracks that follow it sound a bit quaint. It’s as if Sgt. Pepper started with “A
Day In The Life” and then went on to dish out five variations on “When I’m Sixty-Four.” But most bands will never write
a song as good as “When I’m Sixty-Four,” and even with this glaring discrepancy in quality, Alma Do Meu Pai is still
one of the best releases yet by batida’s core label and global ambassador Principe Discos.

Batida tracks tend to be jubilant, ramshackle and celebratory, often made on cheap equipment by teenagers with little
to no formal musical background. By contrast, the 20-year-old Firmeza’s work is minimal and foreboding. It’s also
intensely focused. Nothing feels accidental, and even the chintziest sounds serve a purpose; the fake guitar pluck on
“Somos Melao Doce” sounds like it could be a from a tuning app, but it’s as menacing as the Jaws theme.

But despite this veneer of darkness, Alma Do Meu Pai is very much a party album, provided your guests are
prepared to dance to hyper-complex, hyper-speed drum patterns with sparse melody. Firmeza clearly has fun doing
what he’s doing. On “Os P.P.D.G.,” Firmeza and collaborator DJ Liofox shout their names in tandem, as if they’re
Team Rocket getting ready to blast off. And nobody trying to make museum-quality high art would yell “DJ Firmeza na
casa” (in the house) as often as Firmeza does here.

In regional genres, “experimentation” can often mean assimilating outside, more accessible influences. Alma Do Meu
Pai is emphatically not an attempt at crossing over, and though this is a solo release, it’s filled with shout-outs to his
crew Pequenos DJs Do Gueto. The only thing that might appeal to a mainstream overseas audience is closer
“Suposto,” and even that’s only because it features flute and guitar, perhaps the only organic instruments here. Alma
Do Meu Pai is at once a purist statement and an attempt at expanding the scope of batida. It succeeds at both.
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